Details
General features
 Multi-language support. The entire treatment can be run in English or German.
 Universal timelog. The program logs every event in a single, unified timelog table, using the precise computer time instead of z-tree’s imprecise experiment time.
 Experimenter subject. Experimenter z-leaf can be used to view market proceedings and to easily program experimenter interventions where desired.
 Experimenter interrupt. Experimenter can at all times move all subjects to the next stage or period or terminate the experiment.
General market features
 Complete record. No data is ever overwritten or lost.
 Choice between single unit trading or multi-unit trading.
 Free choice of number of periods. (Even random ending is trivial to implement given experimenter interrupt function.)
 Possibility to reset or carry over subject wealth from one period to the next.
 Possibility to pay subjects based on the cash balance at the end of every period or only for the cash balance at the end of the final period.
 Dividends, endowments and signals can either be randomly drawn from a freely specifiable discrete distribution, or can be imported from file (optional).
 Optimized layout. The layout of the market interface is designed to facilitate trading.
 Possibility to short assets and cash.
Continuous double auction
 Order validation. Offers can only be submitted if the submitting trader is able to fill them. Offers can only be accepted if the subject accepting them is able to pay for
them (accepted ask) or deliver the assets (accepted bid). Subjects can only accept the best offer to buy/sell currently outstanding and cannot trade with themselves.
 Automatic invalidation of orders. Individually valid orders are allowed, but upon each transaction all existing outstanding orders are evaluated and (optional) their
volume reduced (multi-unit setting) or the order invalidated if they are no longer feasible. In other words, a subject can have orders outstanding which he or she
could not all fill, but every single outstanding order viewed in isolation is always feasible.
 Possibility to let subjects vote for an early end to trading. Only when all subjects have voted for ending the period early does it actually end.
 SpamControl feature to prevent individual subjects from filling the order book with bids or asks (optional).
 Bid-ask-improvement rule (optional).
 Display of a list and/or a chart of transaction prices (optional).
 Subject can display (i) all his/her non-open orders, (ii) only trades, (iii) only cancelled orders, or (iv) only invalidated orders.
 Order book can be emptied after every trade (optional).
Call auction
 Possibility to let subjects submit a singe bid and ask pair, or entire bid and ask schedules with or without limits on the number of individual bids and asks.
 Possibility to submit limit and (optionally) market orders. Note that allowing market orders introduces the risk of subject bankruptcy.
 Price-Market order (price assumed to equal auction price)-Time priority rule or Price-Limit order-Time priority rule.
 Possibility to display indicative price, updated at freely specifiable intervals.
This mechanism replicates the price determination mechanism of NASDAQ OMX. Steps 0-1 are the same for all markets analyzed (ASX, BSE India, NASDAQ OMX, NSE
India, NYSE, XETRA), and Step 2 is used by all markets except for the NYSE.
At some point, most exchanges (except for NASDAQ OMX) use a reference price (e.g. the previous closing price) in case earlier steps do not lead to a unique price.
However, this is impractical in an experimental market, where there is no such price in the first period, and where – depending on the experiment - periods may be
designed to be independent.

